
"Practise what 
you preach." 

Making it Simple (Meanings) 
have sufficient money 
provide a sound reason to do something 

1. Afford 
2. Persuade 

I. Fill inthe blanks. 

1. The father could not always. Qkord 
The great saint was in difficulty because he.. iked 
During that month, the holy man.. ONeu 

.sweets. 
2. Sweets himself. 

3. eating sweets. 

4. A person's actions are much more...coweru. than his words. 

Our actions and ourwords should be the. Lame..5. 
*********** 



Making it Simple (Meanings): 
1. Struggle very difficult task 

change 
a covering or case 

efforts 

2. Transform 
3. Cocoon 

Attempts 
5. Tweaked twist or pull with a sharp movement 

become larger and rounder in size 
become dry and lifeless 
to increase in size 

6. Swollen 
7. Withered 
8. Expand 
9 Shrink to decrease in size 
10. Crawled 
11. Intention 

moved slowly 
an aim or plan 
liquid12. Fluid 

Know your Lesson: 

I. Answer thefollowing questions in one word. 

1. What does an ugly caterpillar transform into? a.cealkul.ere 
2. What did Aryan see in the garden with a tiny opening? Ccccem 

3. With what did Aryan make a bigger opening in the 

cocoon? Scissors and tiveake 

Who came out of the cocoon, without any struggle? outifly 4. 

5. After going through what, does a caterpillar transform 

into a beautiful butterfly? LTALGALE 



Chabl-6 
weel Examble 

lAA 
AAhatdid the boy auoays ask eem ha falhu 

A-1h boy aluwayu asked Atuediehiu 
athi 

Cn huang healhuis aguea ahHLwas tha, 
holy mah in diliealty? 
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a amenthbecaude Ae himself liked 
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Atop oskun o Auueets. 

- Beore askingothuna lö do sernething, hy- shald we dot ause2 
A4efore askung cthus lb do Lernthing we 

Sheuld de cLsek becaLse the_ullJL 

aagcod examble hëlore Hhm 



Class 4th 
Moral Science 

Chapter 7 
No Pain No Gain 

Answer the following: 

Que1:-Aryan would spend a lot of time doing 
what? 

Ans1:-Aryan used to spend a lot of time 

watching butterflies and how it would struggle 
to transform from an ugly caterpillar into a 

beautiful one. 

Que2:-what did Aryan do to help the 
butterfly come out of the cocoon? 
Ans2:- Aryan got a pair of scissors and 
tweaked the cocoon to make a bigger 
opening for the butterfly and remove the 
remaining cocoon. 



Making 
it Simple (Meanings) 

mental and moral qualities of an individual 
Character 

a badly behaved child 
a highly educated person 
make someone give up a bad habit 

Brat 

Scholar 

3. 
Wean 

walk Stroll 
5. hold firmly 

taking short quick breaths 
move something from the root 

Grasped 
b. 

Panting 
8. Uprooted 

Know your Lesson: 

. Fillin the blanks with the correct words. 

1. The wealthy man's son was a Spoiled brat. 

Ghyanshyam requested an old Scholas 2. to wean his son away 
from his bad habits. 

3 Hemant was unable to pull out the 

4 When bad rakilz 

5. When bad habits take hold, they becomevery difficult to be ubkovtol 

are new, it is easy to pull them out. 

Write'T fortrue and'F' forfalse statement. 

1. Character is the sum total of our habits. 

Il. 

2. Ghyanshyam felt happy thinking about his son's future. 

3. Hemant pulled out the bush very easily. 

Hemant tried to pull the tree but it did not move. 

5. 5ad habits come easy but are hard to live with. 


